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NEW CyberScrub

Cloud compatible

The NEW CyberScrub Infinity Safe™ lets you encrypt files before storing on
Dropbox®, Google Drive®, One Drive® and more!
Atlanta, GA Sept. 21, 2015: Infinity Safe™ is compatible with cloud providers
such like Dropbox®, One Drive®, iCloud®, Google Drive® amongst many others.
You control the password so you and ONLY YOU can access your information.
You can even share files securely with multiple passwords you create and can
share as you think fit! You are in complete control!
Whether you’re an at-home user or corporate employee, this truly allows you to
share files securely.
Users are referring to this as “Truly a revolutionary product!”

CyberScrub® announces the new Infinity Safe™ for both Privacy Suite® 6.0 and
CyberScrub Security® 6.0. The latest proprietary development –Infinity Safe™ –
allows users to quickly and easily encrypt their personal data, store it on their
hard drives OR automatically secure, sync and share it in the cloud. To meet the
growing demands of our customers for privacy, CyberScrub designed the newest
innovation in personal security –the Infinity Safe™. This Safe allows users to
secure their data with world-class encryption technologies in one simple step. The
encrypted data can be safely and securely stored wherever you want (personal
hard drive, the cloud, with family/friends). Either way, you will have the ability to
secure your privacy your way –keeping personal information away from prying
eyes of commercial hackers. Our new releases are compatible up to Windows 10.
Targeting some of the many cloud storages such as:
• Dropbox®
• iCloud®
• Google Drive®
• Box®
• Copy®
• Amazon Cloud Drive®
Combined with CyberScrub’s existing secure deletion technology, users can
permanently delete any unencrypted remnants of data utilizing DoD standard
sanitization methods and more. Statistics show that billions of people have had
some part of their identity stolen from personal computers unknowingly over the
past few years. CyberScrub’s NEW addition helps people just like you maintain
true OWNERSHIP of their information. Users can create their individual safes
and share them with colleagues/professional advisers as well as friends and
family. The Infinity Safe™ provides you the peace of mind knowing that you truly
have control of all data –and who has access to it as well.
“ I tested the Infinity Safe™ in the beta releasing and immediately after I found
out about the ability to encrypt data while storing it in multiple safe locations
really enhanced my liking of the product. I’ve been breached in the past and
always look for ways to protect my personal information, including the loads of
pictures I have. Now I’m able to secure and share my personal data how I want
with new cloud compatible features. This is truly a revolutionary product!”
CyberScrub LLC headquarted in the US, is a robust solution provider enabling
user privacy and data security. Our products are rated number one for most
powerful secure data deletion and encryption safe. Take full control of your
identity; Safe n Scrub with CyberScrub!

